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"'UL"""V~"'''''U dogmas about the capabilities 

examples are eonsidered very from 19th to 2 


attention given to the eontroversy in Spain. 

rejected valid evidenee while readily accepting tainted evidenee. 


diffieulty experieneed 
discipline's inability to the cultural, 

leH;t()()ene. This is weIl expressed in history 
rejection of palaeoart of Altamira, culminating in 

steadfast sceptieism is understandable, in the eontext of 
UR.'Ul<ll the same eannot about his to evidenee. Here I 

struetural reasons for the reaction to Palaeolithie art, and I will propose that they determine the 
of the today as mueh as they then. 

cave art had known, probably always Age 
(Pleistocene eave visitors often found rock art that had been created millennia previously, and many 
recorded their reactions to e.g. in Cosquer Cave; Clottes Courtin 1995). 1458 Pope 

that the religious held in Spanish cave with the to cease. 
cannot know which cave he referred to, but it was almost certainly a cave with Palaeolithic art. rwnn'I·"IJI'T' 

while many people ofthe ten years Pleistocene were probably with the an(~leIlt 
nobody told the about i1. This factor should have serious consequences 

Sautuola (Fig. 1). due course it would destroy his life. 

1 a hunter, Modesto Cubillas, opened up a on Sautuola's property northern 
cavern. This was mentioned to the land's owner years in 1 and decided to explore 

cave. found a bone In Its deposit, some which 
show a geologist friend, Juan Vilanova y at Madrid University. Vilanova the bones as 
of and they been by In 1 de Sautuola 
Exhibition in Paris, whieh included an exhibit of stone tools and bones reeently excavated in caves of the 
French Sautuola own cave, and in the following year 
earnest to excavate part of Altarnira cave. Mixed with bones of animals and shells, found 

typical stone of Magdalenian in quantltles. the eave, a 
"m.',,"""" of a cave bear was encountered, and the explorer also observed markings on the cave 

them no thought at time. It was 1 daughter Maria, played 
-'E,ö""E>, who first there were animal pictures on the This was in November 1879, 
had worked In the cave for quite some months 2). 

It was at once c1ear to de Sautuola incredible gallery of bison paintings 
probably work same people debris he was digging partly 
observed seashells fun and some of debris occurred right on top of the 
He ineredible immediately to Vilanova, came to the 
agreed with his friend that many paintings were aneient. He gave a lccture Santander, 

,"uuw"...." across Spain, King Alfonso visited Altamira cave. 1880 de 
a publication, the the oecupation but cautiously avoiding 
two forms evidence necessarily needed to to the same time Sautuola 1880). 

entirely lacking flamboyant the employed adestitute and 
painter had befriended earlier, and a fatal mistake. 



Figure 1. MarceJino de Sautuola, discoverer of Palaeolithic rock art (1831-1888). 





The publication was greeted with disapproval, soon built up to ridicule 
The discipline decided collectively de Sautuola was either a charlatan, or at very least he 

HaLIVu.,1.l Conlue:,s of Anthropology and Prehistory in Lisbon, Vilanova 
the discoveries Altamira, Sautuola. One of the most influential French ....",,,}';,....,,,,,, 

VJ."""'Vl Cartailhac, walked out in disgust, and later roundly declared the to be a fraud, 
even bothering to see In fact all refused to the initially, and the French 
decided that the whole was a plot by Spanish Jesuits to undermine credibility of as it 
was at the Eventually Edouard HarIe was to examine de Sautuola's claims, 

he promptly ofthe painter (who in the meantime had disappeared). No 
fu~~ to 

Vilanova tried in vain to use his to promote acceptance find, was to 
have been the to have been duped the charlatan of Altamira, and unable to concede that. De Sautuola, 
for his did not to the but we know that he He to nr~'CPl11" 
case at a French conference in Algiers in 1882 and submitted a self-funded booklet to another conference, in 
Berlin, both were Six years later died at age a broken and bitter 
man, in the fuH knowledge that he had made one ofthe greatest discoveries in the history of archaeology. 

he failed in effectively conveying to a hostile world. 
His death weighs heavily on archaeology, particularly as he was judged without trial. 

A French schoolteacher, Leopold Chiron, had found engravings deep in 
and in 1890 in In 1883 

""''''-'''''>, .... that had been covered by Ice 
cave Mouthe, and Emile 

art in La Mauthe, and four years later a Palaeolithic lamp. 
began to mount. 1897 to publish of cave art, but in 
1902 he published his famous 'Mea cu/pa d'un he had been 
monumentally wrong 1902). 

What had probably most influenced (Fig. 3) was that 
primitive stone tool culture could possibly produced artistic masterworks. 
has a . "''','er,'',''''''''' archaeology right up to the as 

continuation of its false dogmas. This trend in the 
to 1840s, with the stone tools found Jacques de Perthes, Picard, 

l'UJ';VW,,. and Edmond Hebert in and by William Pengelly in late as 1858, 
at an congress, the Acheulian stone tools were unanimously as wortWess 
of randomly picked up pebbles'. Also rejected was the notion that humans had co-existed with Pleistocene 

This was both and embarrassing, because that had al ready established 
the existence of a Stone Age in Europe, and British Hugh Falconer and Joseph Prestwich had 
begun to Boucher de They published their in the following year, year of 
Darwin's Origin ofthe species (Prestwich 1859). 

that very same year, Johann Carl Fuhlrott 4) the of an extinct 
human in the Kleine Feldhofer Cave in the Neander Germany. With exception 
anatomist Hermann Schaafthausen, commentator rejected Fuhlrott's that this was a Pleistocene 
human. were variously to a Mongolian Cossack, a Ceh, a Dutchman, a Friesian, and 
an idiot. bone was attributed to various bone the curved to a life 

Even the discovery similarly odd-Iooking mandibles in La Naulette Cave in and 
Sipka in Moravia were explained away. It took almost thirty years, and of two 
substantially complete human skeletons in a cave at Spy, near Namur, Belgium, to accept that all the pv,,,prt,,, 

the time wrong. Found together numerous stone tools and the banes eX1:inct anima) 
species, even these specimens failed to the dogma in Germany, where it took to 1901 to have the 

llU""J..J.j'},;~")"'~"'_ Dubois a Dutch had Uv~"''''U to look the link' in All,"'VU'''''' 



Figure 3. tmHe Cartailhac in 1872. 



Figure 4. Johann Fuhlrott, discoverer of the first fossil man. 



Figure 5. Eugene Dubois, discoverer of Homo erectus (1858-1941). 



fared no better. succeeded in the first remains of Homo erectus 1891, only to 
they soon became of a By 1928, no less than 
interpretations homtnin remains had bcen published. Moreover, thcy had become 'irrelevant', bec~aUl;e 
in 1912, the remains of 'real' between ape and human were discovered in a ..:0"""'''.,,'' 
gravel pit at Piltdown. Although it must were sceptical voices right from the start, 
were drowned out by and the the cradle solved at 
It took forty-one years to expose the fraud by tests, which Is truly amazing. After all, 
was so crude it can hardly be called that, almost it was a rather than a fraudulent 
attempt to mislead This IS emphasised by the later planting more 'finds', including a bone ;)""'1.1".", 
into a bat, intended to the this was a by a person 
with a sense of humour was meant to be exposed. 

Unfortunately gullibility experts was much too great, and this 
When Raymond Dart, yet another non-archaeologist, reported 1924 

seemed about half-way between ape and human, his report was scorn and contempt. burotJea.n 
and especially archaeologists physical anthropologists were in no mood to 
such a competing counter claim. infant from Taung, in Bophuthatswana, was ignored decades, in 

Piltdo\vn hoax. same blundering pattern continued to the In the middle 
century, the introduction of radiocarbon dating shook the very foundations of archaeology, 
chronological structures that had built began to be tested by methods. Many 
objected to tbis vocaHy objected to atte:mpts 
estimate the ages Cöa 
in the late 1990s, is in part concerned with the perception of some arcbaeologists that """"ILLI""" 

to take over archaeology'. 

One ofthe most recent that, as a discipline, we leamt nothing 
In 2004, the bones a very small human were excavated in the cave 

Indonesia. Named Homo jloresiensis, the tiny creature, only a little over one metre 
object of a controversy so many similar previous ones 

2004). Interpretations it ranged from microcephalic modem human to gibbon. What this extreme spectmm 
of opinions shows is that experts the ability of identifying human remains reliably at the "n,'rli~" 

6). Most recently it has been claimed one molars of the type contains a 
can be no older than early part the 20th (Hen.neberg and Schofield 2008). This is an 

and the discipline to repeat previous mistakes is disconcerting. 

This applies equally to the conceptual encumbrance contemporaries, 
impossible to attribute 10 Palaeolithic people the ability to create art. Having accepted 

people produce sophisticated art, archaeologists now began emphasizing how 
hominins of Middle and Palaeolithic lacked abilities. 

that advanced human were to 'anatomically people, and that 
Africa all by about 30,000 years ago. The subconscious driver ofthis model renlaUlS 

same as it was in the 19th century: fixation ofhumanity's dominant Western on erntphasl:Sltlg 
the of other be they of recent or the This ethnocentrism finds 

instance in diminishing cultural complexity ethnographical1y ;)~UUILJU 
in recent justified colonialism slavery; or in the current of rePlacement 

Neanderthais, which extols the virtues of competition and explains and rationalises geIlOClIlC 
1'1"""",",,,..,,," and as an inevitable TItis ideology underpins hegemony, 

and its self-conscious measures of sophistication, which in case ofthe capabilities 
the distant past are detennined archaeology. When evidence is presented that 
...." ...... " were very significantly greater than archaeological dogma could possibly concede, that is 

today explained away or and presenters are with the same contempt as 
the pioncers Pleistocene such as those listcd above. 

us consider some current examples ofthis phenomenon. There is a great body of data suggesting that 
seafari.ng was throughout the Middle and Late in various of the 

roughly one million aga what 10day Is Indonesia. Clearly, colonisation by 

http:seafari.ng


Figure 6. The skull of the first Flores 'Hobbit' reported, 00 left, besides a modern skulI. 



Homo erectus is as to the as cave painting was to Cartailhac, because 1t implies a 
cultural complexity that would annihilate the establishment dogma. Seafaring demands the use of 
'''''''6'''<+6'''', of as and ability to carry drinking water 
sea. And yet, proof is irrefutable: at least twenty islands and one continent were colonised maritime 
people with or Middle 7). This new fended 
desperate endeavours to preserve the notional primitiveness the human groups concemed. Recently it was 

that must have on bridges at lower sea levels (in all cases, the landmasses 
concemed were never connected to others), that could have floated across on naturaUy accumulated 
plant drifts all sea so transverse currents and cannot crossed by uV''''.U'E 

and this would not explain why only hurnans and elephants ever crossed such and one 
archaeologist even proposed Homo erectus must have by on sWlmmmg 

This is reminiscent of to contend 
with, but new origins myth of replacement of '-'u.'v.., ....""", 

example. This myth first in the 1980s, by a 
Prc,tessor Rainer Protsch. Recently it has been shown that all 

had mis~dated. In It now evident that modem 
dated back 27,700 years in Europe, but that the Upper Palaeolithic traditions began 

(>45,000 ago). period onIy yielded 
Neanderthais and post~Neanderthals, their most compiex palaeoart of 

appearance of 'modem' humans, and it now appears that 
sophisticated rock art of Chauvet Cave (France, probably between 35,000 and 38,000 sidereal 
the (Austria) and (Germany) are an of Neanderthal~ 

people. Moreover, the numerous intermediate combining robust and gracile ;:>"..,1 .......'''' 

and the trend towards are not unique to they are found in continents then settled. 
That trend occurs gradual1y over tens of thousands of this gracilisation and the '....._V!lllv'..ny 

the human are universal in Australia as much as in LJ....'vv"'. 


in Australia, aMiddie Palaeolithic mode of technology right up to the middle of the 

in untU European contact. Yet we know that these 'Middle Palaeolithic' 

intelligent as we are, and even though material 


OUfS. Only 2007 have we 
are not sign of a primitive And let us remember they bad correctly deduced 

"""''''-'''' descended from animals, an observation it took an intellectual giant such as Darwin to re~ 
discover for is in eyes of the beholder. For all 
sophistication, what to replace own primitive constructs of 

constructs on as those of and space. It could weil be case 
constructs of oftraditional and Pleistocene people were more valid those oftoday's LJU1Uj..''''''". 

we interested in the rather than in histories ,",rp"'H"'Cl 
archaeology, it would be useful to consider that technologies are not a measure 
competence. lt would be relevant to that 
In India and Africa rock art was made in the Lower Palaeolithic, as were beads and pendants in 

and portable in Tbe Upper Palaeolithic cave art of Spain 
spectacular of the Pleistocene, but certainly not the most numerous. In Australia alone, there are hundreds of 
thousands petroglyphs of Ice and all were by people with lUIUUjll.4 

technologies. Indeed, there is far more Middle Palaeolithic art world as Upper Palaeolithic. 

archaeological dogma thus been wrong most of the in both the 19th and 
it can the current but that to be seen. 



Figure 7. Replication experiment of Lower Paleolithic seafaring off the coast of Flores, 
Indonesia, cODducted by the author 00 13 April 2008. 
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